
Has Humankind Ever Been More Broken Than
Now?

Author and scholar Dr. Pieter Noomen wrote at

length about his belief that “all is connected."

Writings of the Late Dr. Noomen Preach

‘Connectedness’

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 11, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Does it

sometimes seem as if political parties,

the country and perhaps the entire

world has fallen into an unprecedented

morass of divisiveness and animosity?

Read the news, turn on the TV, listen to

the radio or just eavesdrop on

conversations. Has there ever been a

time when civilization was any less agreeable? Can anything be done to help fix this rampant and

dangerous antagonism?

For present humans, this

connectedness is severely

disturbed. And it shows. Yet,

in you, 'all is connected'

waits to be recognized and

be applied positively. ”

Dr. Pieter Noomen

Author and scholar Dr. Pieter Noomen wrote at length

about his belief that “all is connected,” and although he

passed away three years ago, his writings are still available

to all, free, anytime, on his website (www.wordsforall.org).

Among the 12 “booklets” he posted is one he called

“Connectedness.”

"If on your inner level you do connect with the universal

sphere, boundaries blur,” Dr. Noomen wrote. “You then

experience that your universal links are not vague or

impractical at all. You can hook up to a world that poses no threat and lets you know and feel

that.”

Dr. Noomen’s writings speak largely about his belief system and often refer to messages he said

he received from a higher power, but his words can resonate with all, regardless of faith. The

booklet on “connectedness” is written in first-person, with the “I” being the higher power that he

believed spoke to him.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://sites.google.com/view/words-for-all/about-the-author
http://www.wordsforall.org
https://sites.google.com/view/words-for-all/the-12-booklets/connectedness


Minister and licensed

psychotherapist Dr. Pieter

Noomen

He begins the booklet thus: “One of the most amazing

statements I make is related to this ‘all is connected;’ not that

the fact itself that all is connected is surprising, as you observe

it on earth … but indirect all-connectedness makes good

sense. You and, say stars, are separate worlds; yet what is in

between serves as link. And so it is with everything. All that

exists is acting in the same play of being. Let the word play

conjure a sphere of playfulness, team spirit and adventure.”

That may sound like Pollyanna wishful thinking in 2022, but

what if the Russians and Ukrainians, the pro-life and pro-

choice folks, the Republicans and Democrats, and all the other

so-called diametrically opposed groups could look at

civilization as one big family?

“Truth has ways to overcome confusion, to a point of restoring

clear vision,” Dr. Noomen wrote. “For this, you've the whole

eternity at your disposal. So do not worry or panic. Realize the

sixth component of being well-connected is already a part of

you. For present humans, this connectedness is severely

disturbed. And it shows. Yet, in you, 'all is connected' waits to be recognized and be applied

positively.” 

Born in the Netherlands, Pieter Noomen worked as a psychotherapist and staff member at a Los

Angeles church. He completed doctoral studies in theology and pastoral psychology at the Free

University of Amsterdam and became senior minister of three Protestant churches. 

An example from Dr. Noomen’s Wisdoms of the Week from his website, as we continue to hold

out hope that better days lie ahead:

"It seems scientifically proven that laughing is good for our health. (I still regret that I can't even

tell a joke. Sorry!) Yet I know a source that always lets me smile inside. That happens when I

realize how awesomely great the universe is and how tiny I am. And much more, when I realize

that this Totality of all, Life in its full volume, is essentially a love reality."
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